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SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO, SEPTEMBER 20, 1913.
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inquest of the Jersey
held by the St Louis Union Trust piempontentiary, outrank nine or his iSeattIe and lPortland. simultaneously
XX X X X.XXX Xjheld last night, were brought to this
itlng a number of friends here.
In
are
who
of
notes
older
A. I said not from the beginning.
given colleagues
point
company as security for
with the arrest of Pool here, San POLICE CHIEF FOR 21
jcify today and placed in 'he Bellevii'v
service.
He
will
more
than
take
not, however,
by the Frisco amounting to
YEARS FACES CHARGES, inorgue. A coroner's examination of Later on I could see them.
Francisco officers arrested Tom AnMISSOURI PACIFIC BALKS
to the New
l,300,0O0, but ordered the receivers presence over any or me amoassa- - idrew8 the Iocal federa) offlciala Bay.
the body, preparatory
There was further discussion as to
AT RULING OF COMMISSION
dors
In
whom
he ranks now
wm ue unu .u..iu..u... whether Elfego Baca had announced
point of jPool ias recentIy completed terms in
ti dispose of the Rio Grande railway,
N. Y., Sept. 20. TheiUIK
Jefferson City. Mo., Sept. 20. Gen-th- e
Jamestown,
as
his new commission will the rnited
a subsidiary running from Browns- service,
name of the man he did wish theiera solicitor Clardv of the Missouri
" nafs tne difference it i aniea
stateg prlson for BmugB,. common council of this city voted to- ville, Texas, to Point Isabel, wlthia dRte from the day of his elevation and Ing ouiura, He
"r a half dozen?" said Schmidt legislators to vote for. but this name jpacIfic railway today notified the pub- t
Biatn chartres nref erred
t one Bentence at r, An
was not brought out.
Place him, unless another ambassador Paso and one at Sa Franci8CO and aeainst Frank A. Johnson, chief of po- - .this afternoon
six months.
lic gPrvice commission that the rail- "
Tne request lor me receivers for an is sem. nere m uie meantime, next to serve( both simultaneously
It was the first opportunity tne
21 years. At a meeting of the
road would not comply with the rul- lice
for
,
the British amorder to pay $78,000 Interest to carry Sh Cecil Spring-Rice(Contlnued on Page Four.)
gan Francisco; Sept. 20. "Snake" council Monday formal charges will be newspaper men had been given to talk
inK of the commission that through
certain securities of the San Benito bassador, who is the last to have Pool, arreBted in El Paso, is considered presented looking to his removal from with the prisoner, and in the Inter
rates for continuous shipments over
ambassadorial
In
staff
the
short
line
southern
a
to
want
of
In.
joined
and
rtiRtnm'ft
r.nntnin
use
of
what's
tn
Texas,
van
the
the
road,
hp,r.fT!r.ei
;hv the
of all two or more lines must prevail over
go
view the priest made a number
Tliiann
nnthnritlpft hura
was denied by the court, who said it credited here.
am
this
I
sorry for anyone Hie higher local rates.
delay?
jone of the chiefs in the opium smuggl-- j cal National Guard company during startling statements.
The company
was too speculative.
war.
ing- ring.
the
"Why don't you be quick and put, who thinks this life is worth living.' Solicitor Clardy says such a rule
de-will default on the bonds.
have
faced death many a time andjis unjust as extra work is required to
me in the electric chair?" he
Work for the New Mexican. It IS j Tom Andrews, alias Murphy, was arThe charges against him include
The receivers will leave for. St.
for you, for Santa Fe and rested here under the latter name morality, intoxication and neglect of manded. "The district attorney wants jl will face death in the electric chair transfer shipments from one line to
1
Louis tonight
without moving a muscle."
'another.
me to go to the electric chair und
...
tha new state.
last Tuesday.
jduty.
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Gan't Help But

ft

Admire Babies

First

In

WINTER GROCERY CO.
PHOITE 40.
13?

CAPITAL COAL YARD
QOal AM?RETAIL WOOti
PHONE 85 MAIN.

FACTORY WOOD

SWASTIKA LUMP
CERR1LLOS LUMP

SAWED WOOD

CORD WOOD
ALL
SIZES.
COAL,

STEAM COAL
ANTHRACITE

MILITARY

INSTITUTE

ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.

'The West Point of the Southwest.

Ranked as "Distinguished
Institution " by the U S.
War Department.
Located In the beautiful Pecos
VaHey.S, 700 feetabove sea level,
sunshine every dar. Open air
work throughout the entire session.
Conditions for physical
and mental development are
IDEAL such as cannot be found
elsewhere in America. Fourteen officers and Instructors, alt
graduates from standard EastTen buildings,
ern colleges.
modern in every respect.
Regents

1

:

E. A. CAHOOS. President.
J. E. RHEA,
J. P. WHITE, Treasurer.
JOHN W. PO, Secretary.
W. A. F1NLAY.
r For particulars and Illustrated cats-oguaddress,

1

COL. JAS. W. WILLSON,

Supf.

r

1
(1

f!
li

?:

H

'

TRIP EXCURSION

ROUND

?

FARE

Sept. 20. Thirteen-EDWARD P. DAVIE8,
George Bernier, who was
City Attorney.
a
to
a
balloon
A woman'
while
rope
INVECguy
heart naturally respond to TO THE CHARGES OF MULHALL
holding
Capital City Bank Building,
the charm and sweetness of a pretty child,
And Found Health in Lydia it was being inflated preparatory to
USED-SM- ALL
and mure so today than ever before since
TIVE IS
Rooms 17-1- 8
THE WEAPON
the advent of Wutber'a Friend.
an ascension at a fair was suddenly
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
E.
Pinkham's
ATTENDANCE IN THE HOUSE DURING
Vegetable
carried five hundred feet in the air
and then dropped to instant death in
CURRENCY BILL CONSIDERATION
G. W. PRICHARD,
Compound.
front of the grandstand, where five
Attorney and CounseMor-at-Law- .
assembled.
were
Practices In all the District Courts
Windom, Kansas. " I had a displace- thousand people
(Hy Gilson Gardner.)
In order to get a better hold on the and gives
ment which caused bladder trouble and
special attention to case
Washington, Sept. 20. During the
I was so miserable guy rope in the inflation of the bal before the State Supreme Court.
consideration ot the currency bill in
I didn't know what loon, the boy wound the rope about Office: Laughlin Bldg., Santa Fe, N. JVL
assasssssssssai r
r
itM ""W
to do. I suffered his wrist several times. When the,
This is a most wonderful external help the house the attendance haB averaged
to the muscles and tendons.
from bearing down balloonist, Harold Gates of Newbury-port- Chai. F. Eailey,
It penetrate
. Chaa. R. Easley,
100 members. A quorum has
the tissues, makes them pliant to readily less than
Mass., started his ascension the
pains, my eyes hurt
EASLEY & EA'iLF.Y.
to
nature's demand for expansion, not been present at any time. This is
yield
to
the
unwind
not
did
time
have
boy
was
I
nervous,
me,
so there Is no longer a period of pain, disAttorneya-a- t
aw.
one of the most important laws ever
comfort, straining", nnnsea or other sympdizzy and irregular rope and was carried swiftly upward
Practice In the Courta and Defara
toms so often distressing during the anxious considered
one
hand.
undoubtby
It
is
dangling
and
had female
by congress.
wreks of expectancy.
Gates was not aware of the boy's Land Department.
weakness. I spent
Mother's Friend prepares the svstem for edly a good measure as far as it goes.
luand grants and titles examined.
until the rope unwound
on
the coming event, and its use brings com- This fact, however should not obscure
doctors
predicament
money
Santa
Fe, N. M., branch Office, Eitaa-cla- ,
fort, rest and repose during the term. This the more
itself
to
was
and
the
all
dashed
worse
It
but
boy
tact
is
that
got
important
has o most marked iniiuence upon the bahy,
N. M.
death.
Binee It thus inherits- a splendid- growing
rethe
time.
which
passed under caucus rule,
system of nerve and digestive function.
"A friend told me
And particularly to young mothers is this sults in making the house debate an
DR. W. HUME BROWN,
famous remedy of inestimable value.
It
farce, and at the same time de- il. out the Pinkham remedies and I took OPIUM SMUGGLERS'
enables her to preserve her health and empty
Dentist.
LATEST DEVICE.
to a Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Comstrength, and she remains a pretty mother priving the public of its right
Owt Spitz Jewelry Store.
San Francisco, Cal. Sept. 20. Cusby having avoided all the suffering and vote and roll call on all important fea- pound and was cured. I cannot praise
danger that would otherwise accompany
Rooms 1, 2 and I.
tures of the bill. Members are not to your remedies enough for I know I never tom officials have discovered that
BU"h an occasion.
Mother's Friend thoroughly lubricates every nerve, tendon and be blamed for their absence since they would have been well if I had not taken much opium has probably been smug- Phone Red 6.
muscle Involved and Is a suro preventive
Miss Mary A. Horner, Route gled into San Francisco in brass boxes
Office Hours 8 a. m, to i
could do nothing to change in any way
for caking of the breasts.
No. 2, Box 41, Windom, Kansas.
You will find this splendid remedy on
And by Appointment
set into the heels of shoes. Six
measure.
Their
attendance
caucus
neatly
the
sale at all drug store at $1.00 a bottle,
is quite as futile as their speeches.
pairs of these heels were found in a
and Is highly recommended for the purpose.
Advice.
Thls
W;11
ConsWer
Write Rrnd field Itegulator Co.. 134 Lamar
secret panel in the dining room of
"Human lives are the most preHI tig., Atlanta,
ta nnd they will mall you
No woman suffering from any form the liner Chiyo Maru recently. The JS
TO OUR SUBSCRIBERS:
X
cious things in the world!" This state-- !
sealed, a vry instructive, book for expecun-the
should
lose
tant, mothers.
hope
false heels holds two taels of opium, X Telephone trie Postal Tele- ment appears in flaming red letters at of female troubles
s
Pinkham
E.
til
she
has given Lydia
S graph company if you do not get X
valued at $25.
bottom of a poster which the
fair trial,
your paper and one will be de- - X
Pennsylvania railroad is placing in all Vegetable Compound a
X
Jivered to you at once.
oi its stations, appealing to the public
This famous remedy, the medicinal in- bring results. Try It.
WOULD
MARRY
New Mexican Want Ads always
to "stop, look and listen" before ven- - nredients of which are derived from
MAN WHO DRINKS tturini? nn the crnrle rrnsKinfrs which native
nml Viprhn ma fnr nenrlv
the company says it cannot abolish forty years proved to be a most valua-ju- st
yet because it would cost too ble tonic and invigorator of the
Chicago, III. Sept 20. Pluma Camp-say- s
Women everywhere
money. "A little care and a mo- - male organism.
bell. 17, who
she is the foster
mean the saving of bear willing testimony to the wonderful
mentary
stop
may
daughter of a physician of Pikesville. a human life," says the poster. Last virtue of Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegeta- I
9
ivy., came 10
nicago 10 marry, sne year, according to the records of the ble Compound,
went to the lobby of the new Southern imerHiuie commerce cummiBHiuu, oun
If yon want special advice write to
(confl-dentia- l)
Hotel to meet her fiance, but says he employes of American railroads wen"1 l.ydlu E. Pinklinm Medicine Co.
Mass. Your letter will
in train accidents, while 7,0!)X
killed
Lynn,
was intoxicated and she refused to
were injured. In coupling accidents foe opened, rend and answered by a
marry him. She was taken care ot 192 lost their lives and 3,234 were woman and held in strict confidence.
by the matron of the South Clark maimed.
From overhead obstructions
street Police Station until her rela- 77 men were killed and 1,523 injured;
N THESE DAYS OF MODERN METH
tives could be communicated with.
falling from cars, etc., contributed GIRL'S DEATH TOOTH
At first the girl gave her name as 573 to the total death list, and 13,871
KEEPS AWAY EVIL.
ODS, Electricity plays a most imporAnna Howard and refused to tell where to the injured column
Polar Bluff, Mo., Sept. 20. Miss
while from
tant part. The grandfather would
she lived. The girl was placed in the "other causes," 1,482 employes died, Birdie Hughey left here for San Francare of Miss Alice Thompson, of the and 23,391 were injured. Altogether (Cisco wearing a large diamond set in
be amazed at the radiance of the mod- Legal Aid Society. She has asked to the American roads killed 2,920
of one of her front teeth. She says the
in her mouth is an omen
be allowed to remaian In Chicago and their
ern home and why all this light? To
employes and mashed up more searchlight
go to work.
or lesB seriously 49,120 of them. These of good luck. The girl is quite a
make the home more homelike to make
"I met that man at a reception in comprised the list only of employes smiler.
the home the most pleasant spot on earth
Pikesvilles," said Miss Campbell, "and on duty. Oh, yes, "human lives are
he asked me to marry him. I came the most precious things in the world " MOTHER! IF CHILD'S
for father, mother and children. Good light
to Chicago and met him in the lobby
TONGUE IS COATED
The reply of N. A. M. to Col. Mul- of the New Southern Hotel. He was hall's charges now that the eviden e If Cross, Feverish, Constipated, Bilthat is easy on the eyes is very much to be
intoxicated. I realized that 1 had Is in, is to call the colonel a liar in
ious, Stomach Sour, Give "California
desired.
made a mistake
and I refused to very loud tones. The official bulletin
Syrup of Figs."
marry him. I would not marry a man issued by N. A. M's. publicity agent
A laxative today saves a sick child
who drinks.
alludes to Mulhall thus: "Bereft of tomorrow. Children simply will not
"I gave the police a fictitious name every quality of sentiment,
Mulhall take the time from play to empty their
because I did not want, any of the remains unparalleled in mendacious bowels, which become clogged up with
people in Pikesville to know what had malice. Had he been sired by Ananias waste, liver getB sluggish; stomach
happened. I know that if I went back dammed by Sapphira and born in hell, sour.
home I would be shunned, although he would dishonor his parents and dismother! If
Look at the tongue,
(there is no reason for anything like grace his country." This is typical of coated, or your child is listless, cross,
;that. If I can stay here I will have the entire defense of N. A. M. The feverish, breath bad, restless, doesn't
a chance to begin all over again and four thousand letters, together with eat heartily, full of cold or has sore
forget that I came here to marry a itemized expense accounts offered by throat or any other children's ailment,
man that drinks."
IS QUITE SO CONVEN
Mulhall and corroborated by infinite give a teaspoonful of "California
detail and collateral testimony, could Syrup of Figs," then don't worry,
IENT
as to touch the button and
not. be answered.
James A. Emery, because it is perfectly harmless, and
of
head
counsel
and
this
in
all
hours
a
few
really
nominally
constipation
your stove is ready to cook your
the Washington lobby, has admitted poison, sour bile and fermenting waste
BRAND. A
iron ready to use, your toasted
Lad tea I Ak your HruKlat for a
every substantial allegation under will gently move out of the bowels,
'hl.Bt.tcrt IMamond KrandFVN
oath. This was under cross-examinand you will have a well, playful child
lMlletin Ktd tnd Oold metaUfAV
hurried breakfast, your vacufor
the
ready
boies, sealed with Blue Rfbbon.
tion and generally after he had tried again. A thorough "inside cleansing"
Take no other.
Rut at wanw V
for the fray, your washer
um
cleaner
Dm irtp at. Abfnrrill.f-irt.-tt-'I'Ir-niready
U.
A.
N.
denial.
has !i8 oftimes all that is necessary.
to escape hy flat
It
"lAilltPma HH.NII '1I,N, Tot ft'
years km; n as Best, Safest, Always KeliaM
been a vicious, insidious and corrupt '.should be the first treatment given in
ready to cleanse, fan ready to cool the heat-

it"
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SOLS ?Y riSIIGG!ET

ElWKEaE

NOW

$13.15
ACCOUNT OF

COLORADO-NE-

MEXICO

W

I
!

FAIR AND

CARNIVAL

INDIAN

Date of Sale, Sept.

21

to 25, '13, inclusive.

o

Return Limit, Sept. 29th.

c

WM. M. SCOTT, T. F. & P. A.,
244

N

San Francisco St., Santa Fe, N. M.

lobbyist and the facts have been amply
The exposure is one of the
proved.
most beneficial things that has ever
occurred In Washington.
By reason of the fact that the Wilson administration, and its particular
department which has to do with immigration has not lost every trace of
common sense, there will be no interference with the decorus and proper
landing of Mrs. Pankhurst when she
arrives at New York.
On President George F. Baer's Readcars have been
ing railroad
substituted throughout the system for
the old wooden cars for carrying
coal. For carrying
passengers the
Heading road finds wooden cars with
steel linderframes quite sufficient. The
matter is one of economics pure and
simple. The loss of coal was serious.
In our political hall of fame we have
reserved a niche for Representatives
Sisson of Mississippi, first to announce
jthat he will not abide by the decrees
of the Democratic caucus. Here, jani
tor, put up the Sisson bust!
It would be a shame to dim the new
and sudden joy of standpat Republi
cans who for the first time In many
(months have Been a gleam of hope in
the returns from Maine's third dis
tr:ct. And something must be conced
ed to their joy. It is with obvious re
luctance that New England is pulled
loose trom its special tariff privilege.
J he rorrors in contemplation toi are
(much worse than any which really
happen. The effects of the tariff bill
so far have been in prophecy. And
then, besides, there never was any fun
damental difference between the plat
form declarations of the progressive
party and the Republicans on till subject of the tariff.
Hearst's war with Mexico in behalf
of his ranch and American lives
languishing.

iany sickness
Beware of counterfeit fig syrupB.
Ask your druggist for a
bottle
of "California Syrup of Figs," which
has full directions for babies, children of all ages and for grown-up- s
plainly printed on the bottle. Look
carefully and see that it is made 'by
the "California Fig Syrup Company."
Don't be fooled!
AND THE HOBBLE.
San Francisco, Cal., Sept. 20. Harry
O'Niell, a city hall janitor, is a strong
believer in the slit, the hobble and in
fact any kind of skirt except those
O'N'iell
which have sweeping trains.
claims that skirts with a train drag
250 pounds of dust into the city hall

1

VIGORETTES

FAIR
STATE
THAT WILL BE HELD

$1.00 Per Box.

AT

1

Our offer of

ALBUQUERQUE
OCTOBER

6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11,

a

I

3

Boxes

of

Vigorettes for $2.b0 w'ich
has been appearing in this
publication

for the past

few weeks if still good.
If you know a friend who

FAIR THAT

THE ONE BIG

.19131

MAKES

ALWAYS

1913:

GOOD !

Is crippled

with Rheuma-

tism, or has Stomach or
Kidney trouble, get them

j ...
t

i

I

GOOD

PURSES
RACES

ii YOU WILL

I
H

GOOD

BE

nnnn SPORTS

PREMIUMS

A

UUUU

EXHIBITS

CROWDS

WELC CfME VISITOR

has benefitted thousands
Order by "mail or ask your druggist

ONE FARE FOR THE ROUMD TRIP,
1

Write for a Premium Lrtt to

j

to try VIGORETTES, the
great German remedy that

FRANK

""SI0m

MANAGER, :

:

ALBUQUERQUE,

HE VIGORETTE

COMPANY,

NEW MEXICO.

HOUSTON.

TEXAS

FRONTIER DEFINED
Constantinople, Sept. 19. The protocol of the treaty defining the Turwhich was
frontier,
signed yesterday, provides that the
new frontier line shall be on the Black
Sea at the mouth of the river Pasova,
immediately north of the town of San
Stetfano (twenty-fiv- e
miles above Ml- dia.) The line joins the old frontier
near Devletly Agatch and follows the
old frontier as far as Soudjak.
It
then passes two kilometers to the
south of Mustapha Pasha and two
kilometers to the east of Orlakoi,
joining the Maritza river at Mandra.
It follows the course of the river as
far as the Delta, where the frontier
is formed by the right branch of the
river.

-

SANTA FE WATER & LIGHT CO.

W SUMMERTDUHIST FARES
MNT1

FF

T

& S. F. R'Y

TIME TABLE
To Effective

January 1st,

1913

Leave Santa Fe 8:10 a. m. to con
nect with No. 3 westbound and
No. 10 eastbound.
Returning, arrive Santa Fe 12:10 p.
m.

passengers to Albuquerque, locally, and to Pacific
Coast points.
Leave Santa Fe 3:30 p. m. to con.
nect with No. 1 westbound, and
No. 2, eastbound, connecting at
"Cut-of- f
with
Albuquerque
train for Clovls and vecos Valley points.
Returning, arrive Santa Fe 6:05 p.

and

Tfl nmifflCBflFT

El
N

M

Paso
AND

&

Southwestern.

RETURN. S 12.10.

I

I

.$tv

East
Best kimiiMHWIBS nr
West
Route
The

A.

tr

TO EASTFRN POINTS VIA

New Mexico Central

For Rates and Full Information Call On or Address
L, H GIBSON, T., F. & P. Agt., N. M. C. R. R, SANTA FE,
or EUGENE FOX, G. Paw. Agt., E. P. & S., EL PASO, TEX.

No. 3 carries

m.

Leave Santa Fe 6:20 p. m. to con
g
nect with No. 7 westbeund
El Paso sleeper, also No.
4 eastbound.
Returning, arrive Santa Fe 1:35 p.

CORRICK LIVERY BARN
NOBBIEST OUTFITS IN THE CITY

Buggies and Saddlers a Specialty.
Prompt Attention and the Best
Satisfaction Guaranteed.

Hacks and Baggage Transfer.
of

'r-ryln-

Telephone 9 W

104 DON QASPER ST.

m.

Leave Santa Fe 8:50 p. m. to con
nect with No. 8 eastbound, and
No. 9 westbound,
Returning, arrive Santa Fs 11:30
a. m.

Call "Central" for Train
For quick results. a
Reports.

little "WANT."

mation cheeerfully given.

daily.

j

IT WILL BE A GREAT

ed rooms. Electricity will do every thing
for you. We furnish it at reasonable rates,
day and night' Estimates and full infor-

PRAISES SLIT SKIRT

j

f i

mH

Woodstock, Conn.,

year-old

f

Santa Fe to Durango, Colorado,

it

FRIEND'S ADVICE

CAUGHT IN ROPE
PROFESSIONAL CARDS
FALLS 500 FEET
ATTORNEYS ATLAW.

CHICHESTER S PILLS

Denver & Rio Grande B.R.

j

OF THE N. A. M.

1913.

NOT

Montezuma Avenue, near A., T & S. F. Railroad Depot.

NEW MEXICO

WOMAN TOOK

Every Woman Cait Loving Glance at
the Nestling Cuddled in its Bonnet

New Cranberries!

I

"LIAR" IS THE ANSWER

SEPTEMBER 20,

SATURDAY,

MULLIGAN & RISING,
FUNERAL DIRECTORS
License Numbers,

M--

Day or Nifht Phone, I JO

Next Door to Pogtoffice.

Mali.

FRIDAY,

SEPTEMBER

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN.

19, 1913.

STONE FROM SOLOMON'S
QUARRY

GIVEN

TO MASONS.

McLenathen of Carlsbad, a
prominent 32 degree Mason, has sent
,the museum of the Scottish Rite cathedral here a rough piece of white stone
which he says was taken from the
quarries from which King Solomon
built his temple. He seemed the sample himself and knows whereof he
speaks. He also gives quite a bit of
Interesting history connected with it.
From time immemorial the source of
the white stone of which Solomon's
temple was constructed has been a
C. IF.

mystery he says, as the country all
around Jerusalem is a bluish limestone. A few years ago however, an
Englishman hunting in the neighborhood of the city discovered the opening of the quarry when his dog ran a
rabbit into a pile of brush and rubbish
on a hillside.
Investigation proved
this to be tile opening to the quarry
from which the white stone was taken for the temple. A fuller exploration showed that the underground diggings entered for hundreds of feet, although the opening was comparatively
small. The Turkish government has

SALei lis Raise

placed a guard over the entrance and
charges a small fee to tourists.

"LAME DUCK"

IS THE

PAGE

natural ability of Philadelphians to
adapt and improve every new dance
until it is acceptable, circumspect ana
artistic, will develop new illusions
here.
"On a floor of polished wax, lighted
by French cadelahru in wall sconces
little specks of starlight shining

THREE

NEW YORK MAYOR'S FAMILY.

:

Get rid of the torment of rneumatism
Wife, Daughter and Pup of Bigg est American City's Chief Executive.
LATEST DANCE
That you can do by ridding yourself
of the cause. YVenk and inactive kidneys allow uric acid poisons to remain
imam
,W
rvtiVWJjkJMillfciMMwii
ni mi
in the blood and rheumatic
pains. NEWPORT IS WILD OVER "VALSE CANTER"
swollen and aching joints follow. Take
OF
INTRODUCED BY DAUGHTER
Foley Kidney Pills to ease you of the
Of com,.
HAS
pain and torment. They will positive"TANGO will incio.se the dancers.
oL the teas propose to
ly and permanently build up 4he kid- the
chaperons
TEAS"
neys. restore their normal action and
exercise discrimination In sending out
keep the uric acid crystals. out of the j
their invitations ,so that the resultant
tood and body. Try them. The CapiThere will lie a "dunce fantastique" company will he a congenial one, to
tal Pharmacy.
make the north garden their rendeztonight at the armory.
There have been several "rag" vous twice a week all winter.
"If the movement in dancing is to
dances this month in Santa Fe, giving
INTERESTING
evidence that the dance craze is not be back to the older styles on this Bide
on the wane. In other cities the mod- of the water, the party of Paris
who are to be the notable
continue to be popular.
PERSONALITIES ern dances
feature of the teas will take it. as their
Says the New York Herald:
grace
Newport, H. I.. Friday. After a special pride to inject
lapse of almost a week society again into modern glides.
met tonight for dancing, and, as usual,
"Named tango teas because that
various members of the villa colony dance has been the particular favorite
,
for a
the proposal is not
gave dinners before the dance.
to
line
the
Mrs. Stanley McCormick
patrons to the single-steprovided
the chief entertainment for this even- alone, although that is expected to. reing, and her villa, Stone Acre, was tain its popularity, but the prediction
lavishly decorated. "Everybody" was is freely given that the turkey trot and
'
there, which means about two hun- its accomplices, the bunny hug and the
dred persons, for many are remaining grizzly bear, may break out in modi-lieforms.
late.
"Lame Duck" Dance.
'
Among the features of the evening
was a new dance, the "lame duck,"
Pills cure obstinate
Foley
Kidney
introduced by Miss Marguerite Caper- cases of
kidney and bladder trouble,
ten, daughter of Hear Admiral Will- rheumatism
and lumbago,
because
iam I!. Caperton, U. S. N., and Mrs.
they remove the cause. You can not
Caperton. It, was invented by Miss lake this honest curative medicine j
Caperton earlier in the season and into your system without getting the
was generally danced for the first right results. Try them. The Capital
time tonight.
Pharmacy,
The lame duck had its origin in
JTk
the one step and is similar in a way,
but is danced to waltz time. It has a
WIFE ANT
MHH. ARDOLPII It. KLIN 12 AND MKS. K. .1. SCHKLU
It will not pay you to waste youi
gliding motion, and an occasional low
dip with bended knee, and is most time writing out your legal forms (DA rCiHTlSR OF MAYOR GAYNOR'S SUCCESSOR, AND THE MAYOR'S
Several members of the when you can get tlmm already print- FAVORITE PLAYMATE THE FAMILY "DAWG."
graceful.
Printing
younger set had practiced it and it ed at the New Mexican
If Mrs. Ardolph L. Kline lived In and thinks the morality of the slit
quickly came into favor. Its conven- Company,
20.
Two tional name Is "vaise canter," but it
Sept.
England, she'd be "Lady Kline, wife skirt depends mostly on the woman
Spokane, Wash.,
months ago Spokane was a "dead" has been more familiarly dubbed
of the Lord Mayor." If she lived in who wears it. She is a good auction,
baseball town. The team was in the "lame duck" and is destined to be callshe'd be "Mrs. Burgomas- bridge and pinochle player, and the
Germany,
cellar. Two or three cars were suff- ed by the latter name.
ter," sharing the honors with her hus Klines play at home nearly every
icient to carry the sparse crowds to
"This new dance, which hails from
Don't Sleep Well
band. ISeing an American, she's sim- night.
the park.
Newport," said Oscar Duryea, a well
ply Mrs. Kline, wife of the mayor of
Mrs. Kline and her daughter, Mrs.
No Good Reason
Charles Farr was superintendent of known dancing master, "is one of
New York.
the Inland Umpire Hallway Co., which those spontaneous things which are
E. J. Schell, say the new mayor Is
Can't
Just
who
She's a quiet, domestic woman,
Sleep
owned the franchise. Farr, absolutely casually invented. It, like many oth
"the best husband and father in the
approves of a "dignified tango," connew to baseball, was directed by the ers which bear peculiar names, probdemns the turkey trot as awkward world."
road to resurrect the team. "What I ably came into being through some
Some people can't sleep.
There
don't know about the game would fill chance steps taken while the dancers
a couple of baseball guides," said Farr. were going through some more or less seems to be no special reason. They
no
of
nervous
have
disease
the
sys"But I am going to spend the money conventional dance a dip, a drop per- tem.
is fairly good. Their "THE TRAIL" WHICH
IS LEADING SAWYER TO
and hire a live wire to boss the club." haps a trip. 'Ah, do that again,' re- habits Digestion
are pretty good. They may
He secured Mike Lynch, a great, hulk- marks some one who lias Been it, and smoke a little or drink a little, yet
ing Irishman and famous northwest immediately a new dance has come in- their hablla are fair. Still they can't
"SHUSHANNA-- OR
player. Presto. Within three weeks to being, to the great despair of danc- sleep well.
in
the
nerve
masters.
a
unbalanced
little
Just
to
the
new
had
rushed
ing
pitchers
Lynch
scene.
"In the summer many such dances centers. That Is all. They should
a little "righting up."
The cars suddenly became crowded. are invented. This has its origin in have
A tonic will generally do this. The
Spokane, instead of occasionally win- the one step and is danced to waltz right sort of a tonic. Peruna is exning a game, attracted attention when time and has a gliding motion. Then actly the tonic. Digestion is hurried
it lost one. The town is now baseball there comes what we instructors in by Peruna. The stomach is empty
crazy.
dancing call the drop, the left leg is and ready to rest for the night. The
The brain
From superintendent of a railroad stiffened and the right is bent. It circulation is equalized.
irricompany to baseball president is some seems simple enough and the bending is relieved of all congestions and
tations.
step, but Farr proved equal to the
gives the peculiar look which causes
The Peruna acts on every blood
the spectators to give it the name it vessel in the system. It acts on all
bears. I should regard it as a summer of the nerve centers. One begins to
phase In dancing, but we shall see. sleep and hardly knows why.
Take a teaspoonful to one
The movement which giveB its name
of Peruna before each meal.
to the dance Is commonly known to
another tablespoonful at
Sometimes
instructors as the drop."
bedtime Is necessary, where the sleepMr. Duryea and one of his assistants
lessness is very pronounced.
posed in their Interpretation of the
Just try It, neighbor. Tou will be
or
the
which
peculiar dip
drop upon
glad If you do. One bottle will convince you. Peruna is no sleep medi"lame duck" probably is based.
cine. It ts not a nervine. It contains
Tango Teas.
-CABUfe
no narcotics. It is nothing of that
SNOW
(
will
Philadelphia society
give Tango sort. It is simply a regulative tonic.
,
teas on the roof of the
Kvery home should be provided
says the Philadelphia North with the last edition of the "Ills of
American of September 17, and adds; Life," sent free by the Peruna Co,
Columbus, Ohio.
With a coterie of lissome artistes
from the gay Champs Elysees mingtC6
GLAOIFR
MY
-ffCOLAl "EA.S5
ling amiably with Philadelphia folk,
1b
New
the
Mexican.
for
Work
71.
It
6500
0Z)
pointing out the grace of movements
that are now classic on two hemis- working for you, for Santa Fe and
'
pheres, it is easy to suppose that the the new Etate.
?
'
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The difference between $7.."0 and $'J.").O0: $S.OO and $"0.00;
$10.00 and $40.00; and so on up the line is the proved difference
between the salaries of men before and after receiving I. C. S
training.
ff's a fart. The International Correspondence Schools have
thousands of unsolicited letters telling of exactly such increases in
salary as a direct result of this training. Kvery month there is an
average of :j(X men who voluntarily report success attained through
I. C. S. training.
Wouldn't you like your salary raised? Wouldn't you like a
more congenial position? Wouldn't you like to be successful?
Then mark the coupon today.
There's always a good paying position for the trained man.
You know that.
Then why not let the I. C. S. help you? It doesn't matter-wheryou live, what you do for a living, or how little schooling
you may have had. If you can read and write, the I.C. S. has a
in
way to help you to success
your own home in your spare
mterneUonal correspondence Schools
time without requiring you to
Box 888, Scranton, Pa.
give up vour present position.
J'lnasu explain, without further (ligation on
The I. C S. method will
trade, i
part, bow I can qii ihly for tho j
pruicssitm before vliicii I have mar;
quickly enable you to earn a
much higher salary at the occuElectrical
Automobile K wining
Engineer
Poultry Furminu
pation of your choice just as it
Mechanical Druftninan
Bookkeeper
Mechanical Knjiinecr
has already enabled thousands
StenographerMan
Advertising
Telephone Expert
of other poorly paid but ambiStationary Engineer
Writing
Textile Manufacturing
Window Trimming
Civil Engineer
tious men to succeed.
Commercial Illustrut.
Industrial Designing
Building Contractor
Mail the coupon today the
Architect
Architectural Drafts.
Concrete Conatriirt'n
("Spanish
Chemist
I. C. S. will gladly explain it all
Steam Hit's
French
J
Plumbing,
Languages Oerman
Mine Foreman
Banking
without charging you a penny.
Mine Superintendent
ClvilScrviccl ''"Han
e
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Remember: The Business of
this Place is (o Raise Salaries
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THE MOST STUNNING OUTDOOR
COSTUME THAT HAS COME THROUGH THE
CUSTOM-HOUS- E
THIS FALL
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HERE IS

ALBUQUERQUE
October 6, 7, 8, 9, 10,

11,

t

1913.1

An immense display of Farm Products, Horses, Mules, Cattle,
Sheep, Swine, Poultry and Pet Stock, Vegetables, Fruits,
Grains and Grasses, Farm Machinery, Wagons, Automobiles, Carriages, Buggies, Merchants' Dis
plays, Musical Instruments, Flowers, Fancy
Work, Pictures and Household Articles.

I

I Frank A.

Stortz,

ALBUQUERQUE,

Mgr.,
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TO
HERB IS A MAP SHOWING THE TllAIL FROM MCCARTHY
CORRESPON'DENT FOR
SHUSHANXA, OVER WHICH R. O. SAWYER,
THE DAILY NEW MEXICAN. IS TRAVELING ON HIS HORSE "GRUBSTAM.PED-ER- S
SAWYER IS COMMISSIONED TO ACCOMPANY
STAKE."
SCOLAI
BEYOND
LYING
TO THE NEW FABLED GOLD FIELDS
IT IS
PASS TO SEE WHETHER OR NOT T HIS IS A SECOND DAWSON.
SHl'SHANNA AND
EXPECTED A LETTER WILL SOON COME FROM
WILL TELL IF "IT IS GOLD."
WOULD ESTABLISH A
MINING CAMP IS
COMMITTED SENTENCE FARM.
COMING INTO PROMINENCE
Austin, Tex., Sept. 20. Prison ComThe newest mining camp in New
Mexico is in the Sacramento mom- - missioner W. O. Murray propounded
general's office a
tains east of Alamofiordo around High to the attorney
of
Rolls, a station on the branch line to question involving the establishing
man- to
be
sentence
farm
a
commuted
it
Until quite recently
Cloudcroft.
NEW

was generally believed that the Sacra-mento mountains contained no metal
of
gold.
mines, although prospects
copper, lead and silver have been
i found
in the vicinity of AJamognrdo.
New Blood in the Field.
Recently a number of mlninp men

En- -

Write for Premium List to

X
X

s?Ns-

I

i

Obttot: jammed. . h

v

Spirited Speed Contests, BaseJ
ball Every Day, Automobile and Motor-- I
cycle Races, Carnival and Confetti
oil
iaviottimani f av an.
iu laiuuiwiu iui

4

4

S

KENNICOTT

'

t- -.

who have been operating in Mexico,
have invaded this new district and
have secured mining claims which, in

It Is a Callot model and was built
exclusively for one of the most charming of American actresses.
The skirt is of black velvet, narrow
and slashed at the front where it
shows a lining of black and white
striped satin. The coat is of taupe
gray duvetine, made very simply in
'Russian peasant fashion, with black
velvet sleeves set in the long shoulders.
A black velvet bag hangs low in

aged by the prison commission. The
department advised that it was within the Jurisdiction of the commission
establish such a farm, out that the
oommission had no authority to parole the convicts or issue them conditional pardons in order that they
might work on the farms. Under the
parole law the desired end could not
be accomplished but that the gover
nor could commute the btiuUnccs in
order to make it possible.

less than a month's time have become
paying and regular shipping propositions under their experienced manage
front and has one of the new butterfly ment. Notable is the property hereto-forknown as the Courtenay mines.
bows In the back, with one lond end of
Every Woman
now called the Copper Belt
velvet hanging down the back.
group.
nd should
Is Interested
The hat is a close black velvet, and situated three miles south of High
know about the wonderful
its only thing is a couple of black lace j Rolls, a railroad station, and about
Marvel
butterflies on the tips of swaying jeight mihis In an east line from Alamo-uoucno
black quills.
jgordo. consisting of the original two:
With this costume is carried a slen- - (claims of two newly located claims.
Askyfrardrueplstfor
der black cane.
ft. If he cannot supBlack shoes, silver buckles and gray
ply the MARVKL.
Wnr
Q
accept no other, but
silk hose complete this charming
ftendstampforbook.
costume.
HnelCi.44E.2USt.ll.I.
e

j

nnIA
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little "WANT."
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FOOTBALL.

BASEBALL.
Standing of the Clubs.
National

RIVALS IN THE GREAT WORLD'S SERIES.
IS BEING

LAPP ' CONNIE MACK'S VETERAN CATCHER, WHO
WILSON, THE CLEVER GIANT

SAVED FOR THE WORLD'S SERIES,
BACKSTOP.

AND

League.
Won

Club
New York

ginia. "Ixve doesn't go where it is
sent, It goes where it pleases."
With a thoughtful expression on her
face Virginia turned to the window
and gazed out into the. night. He had
asked her to see him tomorrow. What
would he have to say? What was the
surprise lie had in store for her?
"I am tired tonight," she explained
to Fanny and James. "If you will
excuse me, I think I will retire. It
has been a very hard day at the hotel
and I need rest badly."
james was umy tuu miPP,
cuse her, for he had much to say
Fanny on the same subject under discussion.
... Y
.
Once m ner room, Virginia wem
over the day's experience. It had been
a happy day, especially that part ol
it spent with Mr. Stafford.
"But tomorrow." she said to her"Tomorrow?"
self.

!)!!

SO

Philadelphia
Chicago
Pittsburg
Boston
Brooklyn
Cincinnati
St. Louis

SO

74
59
59
62
49

American League.
Won
90

Club

Philadelphia
Cleveland
iwashineton

-

!(

SEPTEMBER

20, 1913.

44" ONCE MORE
LIGHT

IN LIME

SATURDAY,

hca0

."

....82
....81

.

Lost
45
52
61
65
77
77
84
95

71

51
53

87
9?

Col. Jaramillo on Stand.
A. A. Sena was allowed to leave the
ainrt onrt rnl .lose D. Sena was

j
Paris, Sept. 30. King Constantine
.674 iof Greece, walked about the down- .606 town streets of Paris today in civilian
.567 clothes, attended by only one aid. The

police had taken precautions to guard
him owing to fears that his remarks
recently in Berlin concerning German
military science might cause unpleasant incidents. The king, however, was
not molested.. A crowd stared at him
when he sat down to lunch In a pubPet. lic restaurant.
532

.648
.577
.570
.525
..507
.437
.370
.368

60
61

73

KING OF GREECE WALKS
ALONE IN PARIS STREETS.

.431
.434
.425
.340

49

65

(Continued from page one).

Pet.

.

Lost

.".. . .72

"ROOM

Carlisle, Pa.t Sept. 20. Final score:
Carlisle Indians, 20; Albright, 0.

RENEHAN FILES ANSWER
TO DISBARMENT

ACTION

summoned but the court then took a
ireneao tnr a fpw minutes and when
it reconvened, Col. Venceslao Jaramillo
was summoned as a witness for tne
state. He gave his residence at EI
Rito, stated that he knew the defend-dan- t
Lucero for the paBt fifteen years
and that he met him in Santa Fe when
He
the state legislature convened.
said that he was a candidate for
county treasurer on the Republican
ticket in the fall of 1911 and was chairman of the Republican state central
committee. Judge Wright then asked
the following questions:
here on Sunday,
Q. Were you
March 17?

supreme court today.
A. Yes.
Renehan filed his answer to the
consult with Elfego
New York
Q. Did you
disbarment charges which had been
St. Louis
filed against him. He also filed a de- Baca?
American Association.
murrer in the case which the supreme
Objection by Mr. Davies is overWon Lost Pet. court will consider soon.
f'lub
ruled.
.589
6!
92
A. Yes. on March 17 1 had a conver- .Minneapolis
64
.584
90
Miwaukee
with him not only in reference
isation
PURYEAR DRAW;
67
.571 CHICO AND
89
men.
Columbus
YOAKUM BEATS BUTLER jto Mr. Lucero. but to the other
(TO HE CONTINUED.)
71
.642
83
Col. Jaramillo then Btated there had
85
.. 165
74
is. Paul
been another conversation at which
r
Denver, Sept. 20. In an
89
.425
66
Kansas City
OUTSIDER WINS
of Messrs. Springer, Spiess, J, D. Sena,
Howard
Baker
last
card
here
night,
.407
63. 92
'Toledo
Solomon Luna and H. B. Holt were
THE OPEN GOLF
.407 Boulder, was given the decision over present. The witness was asked as to
VI
63
Indianapolis
Murphy, of Chicago, after fifTommy
CHAMPIONSHIP
teen rounds of slow fighting; Stanley his official connection with the Repubwestern League.
N. M., lican party. Mr. Davies objected, but
Lost Pet. Yoakum, of East Las Vegas,
The witness stated
over
"Red" was overruled.
Y.9
decision
was
the
given
Brookline, Mass., Sept.
.636
55
all of the men with the exception
that
of
at
the
end
of
Citv.
Rutler.
Kansas
66
85
cis Ouim.pt, a school boy amateur of Des ji0jne8
of the
rounds of gruelling fighting and of Elfego Baca, were members
73
.80
' 53ten
jurookllne, won the highest golfing Lincoln
executive committee.
Republican
N.
of
J;
Chico
Albuquerque,
"Battling"
74
78
The witness then told of a later conhonors in the country, if not in the St. Joseph
of Denver, drew
'qIm., and Earl Puryear
77
74
with Elfego Baca, and said
versation
wni-ihv defeating- Harrv Vardon and Omaha
rounas
oi very ciever ic waB held in room
at the end ot ten
80
70
59 of the Palace
Huv the KnerllHh nrofessionalfi Topeka
.425 fighting.
S8
65
"I gave him $2,000," said the
hotel.
Murw Hvq on,l oiv ntvnkeu resnectivelv. Sioux City
and
The bout between Baker
93
.3S9
59
,
witness, and added that he then went
for the American ope-.- i Wichita
in the play-of- f
phy was a gory one, Baker opening up to room 46.
of
an old cut over Murphy's eye early ' To
championship today. The victory
the question of what happened,
in the fight. Murphy was unable to
the boy carried with it a gold medal
Col. Jaramillo described the location
and the custody of the championship
solve Baker's defense, who continual of rooms 44
and 46 with a bathroom
National League.
cup by his home organization, the
ly covered up to avoid punishment. between them and continued: "Then
Woodland Golf Club, of Newton.
The decision was a popular one.
Philadelphia at Chicago.
we put out the light In the bathroom."
No amateur in this country and only
Yoakum gave Butler a great lacing
Brooklyn' at Pittsburgh (2)
Q. What kind of
money did you
He was the
one abroad has ever gained such golfNew York at Cincinnati.
from start to finish.
give Elfego Baca?
avoidtwo
and
of
the
ing fame. There were few of the
Boston at St. Louis.
easily
Etronger
A. AH green
backs except one
ed Butler's rushes.
persons following the play who felt at
the start that the youth could possibbout was fast twenty dollar gold piece.
American League.
The
Wright: Please continue.
ly vanquish such renowned veterans
from start to finish and a hair line ..Judge
Chicago at Boston.
Col. Jaramillo: "After we put out
aG the former British champions.
in
Chico's
been
would
at
have
St. Louis
decision
Washington.
the light we stayed there and heard
In order to win, Ouimet was obliged
Detroit at Philadelphia.
favor, who finished fresh and showed Mr. Baca going by with the others in
to play the best golf of the week.
York.
work.
of
the fast
Cleveland at New
little effects
toward room 44. They
the
When he had accomplished the first
Referee Pollock's decision on all shut hallway
door. Mr. Baca coughed and
the
16 holes In 65 strokes and made tli
the
American Association.
three bouts, met the approval of
commenced to talk with Mr. Lucero
seventeenth in a wonderful three, VarMilwaukee at Columbus.
large crowd present.
and the three others. Wrhat they were
und.?r
broke
don, his closest opponent,
Kansas City at Louisville.
talking about I couldn't hear, because
the strain.
CARL MORRIS PUTS AL
Minneapolis at Indianapolis.
I was the farthest away. A. A. Sena
Enthusiastic followers carried the
REICH AWAY IN 2 ROUNDS.
St. Paul at Toledo.
stood close to the door and then J. D.
and Giants Clash.
victor on their shoulders to the club
Jack Lapp and Wilson, Who May Meet Behind the Bat Whe Athletics
Sena and then myself. All of us then
John
Reid,
where
jr.,
Carl
20.
house,
Secretary
Morris,
New
Sept.
York,
catcher for
entered room 44. T found Elfego Baca
Wilson is second-strinback- the sensational young Schang. It is
of the United States Golf Association,
Jack Lapp, the strong-armeheavyweight, of Sapulpa, Okla., knock- 'there and the four legislators.
(He
has been resting Lapp the Giants and is a pupil of McGraw's made the presentation speech.
Mack
said
that
will
the
of
in
Al
probably
this
the
out
Athletics,
of
ed
city,
Reich,
stop
named them).
would school. The surest sign that ho has
National League.
Ouimet received $175 for first, and
a
scheduled
of
round
clash with Wilson of the Giants, un- with this intent, figuring he
second
"When I went in I said: 'Boys, what,
bat "class" is the fact that McGraw has Vardon $100 for second and third prizAt Pittsburgh (Firs game) less Connie Mack decides to use him rather have a veteran behind the
bout here last night. A hard right to have you done?'
Mr. Lucero said:
hold onto him so long as be has.
5 4 2
Var- Brooklyn
of
kids.
score:
es.
final
The
72;
best
the
Ouimet,
of
than
instead
had
catcher
Reich
of
after
his
the
a
the point
jaw,
'Colonel, we have made a mistake.'
1 6 1
don, 77; Ray, 78.
Pittsburgh
down
been worn
by body punishment,
Robinson and ended the bout. This was Reich's (Here Mr. Lucero, who was sitting at
Allen and Fischer;
In presenting the championship cup
the table in the court room, lowered
to Ouimet, Secretary Reid said:
Simon.
THE
OF
SYNOPSIS
second professional bout, as he made his eyes). And he added: 'For my
is customary to receive security
"It
CHAMPION STEEPLE JACK WILL NEVER WED
his debut a week ago when he defeat- part I am ready to have you pull off my
COMING BIG PLAY for the trophy but in this case the At
'
Pittsburg Second Game
ed Sailor White.
clothes and turn me loose into the
0
2
only security which the United States Brooklyn
.......4
Morris, who weighed 235 pounds, cold weather out in the street.' "
UNTIL HE CAN QUIT KIDDING DEATH.
Golf association will demand is that Pittsburg
CHAPTER III.
3 8 2 had
of thirty-sian
advantage
Judge Abbott: "What was that?
Woodland Golf club shall see that
Brown, Regan and W. Fischer; Duf- - rounds and showed considerable im- - Will you repeat that?"
it was long past 6 o'clock that night the
his
Francis
Young
game."
keeps up
He Earns $15 for Only Two or Three
out from her
fy, Cooper and Gibson, Kelly.
when Virginia, tired
'4provetnent both in ring tactics and The witness: "He said, 'foi1 ray part
Olumet said In response that he was
'
Hours Work a Day, But He Faces
physical condition. He began the bout I'm ready to have yovi pull off my
long day at the hotel, wended her way as much
at
as
result
the
surprised
New
game post- with a stiff right to the head and clothes
homeward. She could not help conand turn me loose into the
Death Every Minute He Goes
one.
any
tended left and rights to the body be- weather out In the street.' Cordova
poned; rain. Two games tomorrow.
trasting her humble position with the
"Of course," he added, "it was alWhere Others of His Trade Fear to
of
blows.
corridors
in
hard
the
several
in
about
life
and
Reich
fore
got
gay
is a shame for me. I can
said:
I tried my best
Ascend.
She ways my hope to win.
game postpon- Morris hooked rights and lefts to the never it
the place where she worked.
go back to the bosom of my
to keep the cup from going across the
two
and
Two
when
rain.
some
over
blocked
Sunday
Reich
games
with
would talk it
head and though
ed;
Fanny
San Diego, Cal., Sept. 20. "Well,
family if this is exposed.'
water. That was all 1 wanted. I am Monday.
of the blows, the Impact jarred him
she reached home. She would tell
was
successful."
"I told them right there as chairthat
there's one thing sure," said Steeplevery
glad
Kobert
considerably. The local man kept man of the Republican state central
Fanny about her meeting with
he
before
Williams,
just
American League.
jack Harry
Stafford, and between them they
boring In, but Morris had the better committee, I would ask their resignaclimbed the flagstaff on San Diego's
could decide what Virginia should do
of the first round.
tions as members of the house of repO'ROURKE
At Philadelphia
if if he should ask if he should
In the second, Morris stepped in resentatives. I did ask each one septallest skyscraper, "if I break my neck
2 8 0 with a
at
het
to
Detroit
and
to
want
her
the
face
left
laughed
ANNOUNCES
Virginia
straight
kiddies
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to mourn. I'm 28 now and I've never
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Fanny was watching
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the
Crossin, Agnew;' scious of his surroundings, but made this afternoon and testified in EngBaumgardner
welcome that came
preciated and it Is hoped that all
tervals and then humming a song,
terested in the boxing game will avail Engle, Johnson and Henry, Ainsmith no effort to get up until after the lish,
every day's labor.
Interpreter Ortiz converting the
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in
hand,
Williams, paint brush
James Gilley' the shipping clerk themselves of the opportunity to see
tiount.
answers into Spanish.
At New Yor- kwhom Fanny was soon to marry, had the Sunday afternoon workout at the
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3 7 3 ;n. A. R. FAVORS NATIONAL
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waiting her arrival. As the two
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Gregg, Blanding and O'Nell, Crug- Chattanooga, Tenn., Sept. 20 The G. 17, of last year, and this Mr. Sena did
Befora Williams went into the
forward to greet Virginia, a lighted in training these boys it is certainly a er; Caldwell and Gossett..
A. R. organization went on record as using a large blackboard.
steeplejack business five years ago, he
cigar in his mouth, and a look of
Q. How was room 44 furnished?
pleasure to see Mr. O'Rourke don the
favoring the erection of a national
game postponed; peace monument on Chickamauga batHis companions
illuminating his somewhat mitts. This will be the last workout.
ChicagoBoston
A. It had a bed in it, a table In the
was a
He wore a The boys were in such excellent shape rain. Two games Monday.
erotesuue countenance.
marveled at his daring. One day he
was center and a bureau in one corner; alA similar resolution
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suit much too small for him, a red that Friday they were allowed to lay
.fell and was badly injured, but when
adopted by the United Confederate so four or five chairs.
necktie and patent leather shoes. Fan- off.
American Association.
Asked to tell who went with him to
iVeterans at their annual reunion here
tbey finally let him out of the hospital,
room 48 the witness said that Messrs.
he; took up an even more dangerous
ny's face was red and her manner
Tommy O'Rourke likes the New
a few months ago.
somewhat embarrassed, but' Virginia Mexico fruit. Each day he runs his
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means of livelihood. His greatest
game postMiss Mary S. Kidder, of Milford, N. Jaramillo, Apolonio Sena and himself,
did not notice.
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In
withColorado.
It was not until that night
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Daughters of Veterans organization, room; 48 then Charley Springer
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post- the Grand
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Mexico orchards.
Army encampment.
An amusing incident diverted the poned; rain. Two games tomorrow.
bathroom, the witness said that there
tently to the story.
jacks fear to ascend.
Staf"When a man as rich as Mr.
were lights In the bathroom opening
Williams earns $15 a day. Someupual course of training
yesterday
ford pays such marked attention to afternoon. An unknown of the genus
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into room 48 and also In the one adtimes his "day" is only two or three
Paul game postponed:
hours long. He saB he is never so
you," she explained, "he must be very "Percy"
joining room 44. Mr. Sena said they
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much in love with you."
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first game
going on in
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happy as when high in the air, with
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little breeze. He doesn't want to die,
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face to face with danger and to laugh
it.' I heard them say: 'Yes, we will
"I'm beginning to think this fellow The offer was accepted and at the end Covington, Daniels and Moore; perature
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at the peril in which his daily routine
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in
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ly recorded which
takes him.
'Not for Fall but anyone I'll designate.
James, who had been listening from an instructor was prone upon the floor
was a light frost this morning.
For, as Williams says, "there won't
They said: 'Very well.' I heard Mr.
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adjoining room. "He might want to with the billlgerent midget Rivera on
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New
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ginia, her face scarlet.
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Sena entered the room and said: TJO
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FOR SALE

BUSINESS PROPERTY on San Francisco
Street. Rents for $185.00 per month.
Cheap, if taken at once.

FOR SALE

RESIDENCE (Brick) eight rooms-b- est
of location. Cost owner about $8,000.

FOR REM

Will sell for $6,500 if taken within next

10

days

Completely furnished.
$60.00 per month.

Bungalow,

Eight-roo-

Best of location.

Two nicely furnished rooms, Palace Ave.

O. C. WATSON & CO.
(C. A.
INSURANCE,

BISHOP. PROP.)

REAL ESTATE,

LOANS, SURETY BONDS.

Phone, 189 J.
1 19 San Francisco St.,
Santa Fe, New Mexico-

L. A. HUGHES,

J.

C. L. POLLARD,

President.

CRICHT0N,

Manager & Treasurer.

Secretary.

-

LOCAL ITEMS.

I I

Captain Fred Fornoff returned last
evening from Estancia where he has
bren for several days attending the
session of the district court. He will
return to that place Monday.
the
Judge Parker At I! o'clock
chamber of commerce announced that
Judge Parker had given $f to aid fixing up the Sena or Circle Drive, leaving but three more donations of J5
each necessary to begin the work.
Master Bernard Roberts is the
proudest boy in Santa Fe today as he
is piloting "Nero," the speediest and
wheel in Santa Fe,
most
and residents of upper Palace avenue
are granting him the right of way
without question.
Miss Lilla M. White of St. Augustine, Fla., arrived in the city last
night and is at the De Vargas hotel.
She will spend ten days here and is
said to be an enthusiastic booster of
her city as the "oldest in the United
States.
Miss Unison, who has been visiting
friends iu the middle west, is back in
Smta Fe where her many friends are
glad to greet her.
Rev. Robert MeXeaii, D. V., of Los
Angeles, superintendent of the depart- ment. of Spanish work in the Presby-- j
terian church, will arrive in the city
this evening and will spend a few days
iliere with Rev. and Mrs. B. 7.. Mc-- '
'Collough. He is on his way to the
synod of New Mexico which meets In
He will
Tucumcari September
speak at least once in the Presbyterian church here tomorrow.
"William Jennings" Darker, one of
the popular special agents connected
with this district, who has been engaged during the past three weeks at
his headquarters in this city, today
jleft for the southeastern portion of
the state where he will take up
matters waiting his attention.
Rev. Fnther Rigley, who has been
recuperating at St. Vincent Sanitarium for the past month, left yester-jdafor Pueblo, Colorado, where he
will meet his father and spend a few
days, after which he will return to
the City with the Open Gate for an extended stay.

inspect samples.

IN

PATTERNS,

SHAPES,

NOVELTIES,

SELIGiN

ADOLF

FALL MILLINERY!

DRY

GOODS

CO,

ORDER YOUR FALL SUIT NOW

FEATHER

ETC.

W,LL BE INTERESTED IN OUR FALL AND
WINTER FABRICS AND STYLES JUST RECEIVED FROM DAVIDSON & CO., THE FASHIONWe recommend this
ABLE TAILORS OF CHICAGO.
brand of tailoring because of the maker's ability to please
and satisfy EVERY CUSTOMER where others FAIL.

VAl
I UU

I

was personally selected by us
In Chicago. We show only what
is being shown in the Bast.

MRS. W. LINDHARDT;
125 Palace Ave.

210 SAN FRANCISCO

PHONE

ST.

180.

MfcN'S SUITS
or OVERCOATS
INSURE WITH IIAVWARD

TO MEASURE. $25 and $35,
Values in All Wool Fabrics
Your
from Mill to man direct,
eludes of (iHO patterns, in worsteds
serges, cheviot', cassimeres. diago
nals, and every Known pure woo
fabric. We make you the price ol

Muralter, the talhr.

ARRIVING
ARE
NEW GOODS
DAILY IN EVERY DEPARTMENT
AND
COME
OF THIS STORE.
LEARN "WHAT'S WHAT" IN NEW
THINGS FOR FALL AND WINTER.
N. SALMON.
Born To Mr. and Mis. I,. It. Woot-ter.11),
of this city, on September
191.'!. an eight-pounbaby girl . Both
mother and daughter are doing well,
.Mr. Wootters Is assistant
traveling

OCT

REST CONTENT.

It Will Not Cost You Anything to Learn the Facts !
Property with 140 feet frontage on West San Francisco Street and
with depth of about 220 feet. Large adobe building of about 20 rooms
with electric light. Water to curb line. Street paved.

$18 T3S
CUSTOM

(INCORPORATED)

KEEIDCUAITEilS FOR
LUMBER OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.
Shingles, Cement, Plaster, Roofing and Building Materials of Every Description.

JOSEPH

TAILORING,

Rooms 8

125 Palace Ave.

B.

HAYWARD,

and 9, Capital

MANAGER,

City Bank Building, Santa Fe. N. M.

auditor.
IF IT'S REAL ESTATE,". IIAV WARD HAS IT.
The next time you need any article
please B
or medicine from a drug store call manufacturers and industries
Main 37. Try our service and you will ' not forget that your committeo has
at 7:15 p. m. Monday, Sept.
saved unnecessary waste of time. a meeting
iiVint 01
nf Him nonrtit
nsr ("M In tlio onice
Inc
'nr.k'a Phnrm.ir-Becieuuy
WILL MAKK AN ATTRACTLuna I!(,''Kere leaves today for New
Fischer Drug Co.
hH
IVE GIFT.
See our display
York
Columbia
Pnter
wh,'r''
FILIGREE
THE NEW LADIES SUITS, COATS
of Necklaces, Cuif Buttons,
AND riRESSES ARE HERE. THEY University to study law.
runWanted A good second-hanN. SALMON.
Stick Pins, Lockets, etc., made of Gold and Turquoise. All
ARE BEAUTIES.
about and single harness. Apply or
,
articles have been made at our store, and tourists are invited
phone Deaf and Dumb School.
to look at the skilled workmen who turn out these beautiful
and the solution of it by reading one
of
Scouts
Attention
Boy
Meeting
of the most interesting ads. today. See
pieces of jewelry.
of Santa Fe at 7: H0 p.
scouts
the
boy
t
Hardware Co. ad. m.
at
L.
W.
Mr.
the
residence
of
today
YOU CAN PAY THE EXCLUSIVE
SAN FRANCISCO STREET.
H. C. YONTZ, JEWELER,
Smith.
Reorganization of the troop
TAILOR MORE MONEY BUT YOU
one and two. Games
into
divisions
CAN'T GET BETTER SUITS THAN and
light refreshments.
OURS AT $25.00 AND $27.50. HART,
Elks
Dance At a meeting of the
&
CLOTHING.
MARX
SCHAFFNER
Elks entertainment
committee last
THE HUB. N. SALMON.
Get in on the. ground floor in tho evening it was decided to hold a dance
mjruuay nigin,
epi. znin. a rew
San Juan oil fields.
Subscription
stock, sit) per share, par value $30. Imitations will be issued by the enFive or ten shares might make you tertainment committee to persons not
W. A. WILLIAMS, PROPRIETOR.
am) every member ot the ant
independent or even wealthy. Drilling ''
j
notifica-will
a
lered
herd
get
special
now. See John W. Mayes, agent, San
tion. An invitation is extended to all
Juan Basin Oil Co. Phone 194 W.
Music
will
Elks.
be furnished
rule MCUI PARRir.S IN OUR FALL visiting
Stable ReMorrison's orchestra.
Hack and Baggage Lines.
AND WINTER HART, SCHAFFNER
Target Practice Company E will
tNn marx MEN'S SUITS ARE 1,olrt
can
Best Rigs you
get.
,arKpt Practice on the rifle range j
rcoTAiNi v handsome. THE HUB
near the city tomorrow.
PROMPT SERVICE.
TWO AND FOUR HORSE OUTFITS.
SADDLE POMES
N. SALMON.
Julius Staab's Funeral The private
FOTl RENT Five room modern
Phone 139. 310 San Francisco St.
blocks from funeral of the remains of Julius Staab
bouse one and
will take place tomorrow, Sunday, at
B.
Hayward.
plaza. Joseph
10 a. m. from the Staab residence on
Fine spring chickens, hens or broil Palace
city. Public me-ers at the Modern Market. Phone mortal avenue, this
services will be held at Albu- wns
your order to 202 Frank Mourer, proSB
nt'erque, the dale to be announced
prietor.
later.
Alfalfa
Wanted Unbailed alfalfa
CANAL
wanted. In answering this udvertlse-- j
WHEN
Mrs. Earl T. Wiley, who underwent
ment, state quality and quantity you an
at
of
this week,
operation Monday,
have to sell and price per ton delivSt. Vincent's sanitarium is recovering
THERE WILL BE THOUSANDS OF STENOGRAPHERS WANTED
ered In Santa Fe. Address box A. B. nicely.
care New Mexican.
Dr. Clifford S. I.osey, the eye, ear,
ROCK ISLAND
ENGLISH injjJ
SPANISH
who
ASK IRON MINERS
.nose and throat specialist of Las
- A few
HAS A WRECK
TO AID COPPER STRIKE.
igas. will be at the De Vargas hotel,!
NO FATALITIES Sept. 18th, 19th, and 20th. Hours 2 to!
or woman
!5 p. m.
ago WASHINGTON
Calumet, Mich.. Sept. 20. Repre-- ;
not
be found.
one
could
Drugs and drug store sunarles. We sentntives of the Western Federation
do
could
who
2(1.
Manhattan, Kan., Sept.
Twenty are prepared to serve you. Zook's lot Miners will tour the iron mining;
I could
a perfind
passengers were injured, one probably Pharmacy, Inc., succeeding Fischer districts of Minnesota and Michigan
me,
They applied
fatally, when passenger train number Drug Co.
for aid for the striking copper miners,
A
GOOD
DO
FOR
PREPARE
son
40, on the Chicago, Rock Island and
SUITS
NEW
COATS,
ANDjP was announced today. The Mesaba
Pacific, east bound from Denver and DRESSES ARRIVING DAILY AT THE range of Minnesota will be the first to
POSITION. We
Bookkeeping, Spelling,
Colorado Springs to St. Louis, was de- WHITE HOUSE.
'be invaded.
other
railed on a curve a mile west of here
to
be
seems
A
The general impression
most
Fall and Winter Millinery
this morning.
beautiful line (selected personally) that the operators will reject tho arbiEight coaches left the rails, one of has arrived this week at Miss A. Mug-- tration proposition submitted by John
tltem, the steel baggage and smoking ler's, southeast corner Plaza.
A. Moftit. of the federal department of
car combined, rolled down a
Nirht and Day.
WALTER NORTON.
FOR SALE Large iron safe, good labor, although Mr. Momt himself ts
over
times
three
embankment, turning
ui mo
mitt
as new: weight about ;vw pounns; iwyenii ui
and landing upside down. The smok cheat). John
'V. Mayes, Laughlin blk. If was quiet throughout the strike
Ing compartment was full of passen Phone 191 W.
zone today.
were
dui
of
whom
most
gers,
injured,
heater
For Sale A Wilson
of
P.
none seriously except J.
Baldy
medium size. In good condition, usea Qjmuuiruuuxnjvuiruariuuuviru,
It will not pay you to waste your
Subscribe; for the Banta F. New
Herrington, Kansas, whose head was only a short while. Call phone I6SW15
He
on
a
trunk.
crushed by falling
Mexican, the paper that boosts al time writing out your legal forms
in forenoon.
will probably die. J. O. Johnson, conthe time and works for the upbuild when you can get them already printFurnished Room, 104 DeVargas St.,
ed at tbe New Mexican Prlntlug con
ductor, was also seriously Injured.
Ins of our new 8tatv
1511W. Mrs. T. Willison.
Phone
inThe smoking compartment was
If your hens are not laying as they
undated and the passengers bespattershould, read Gormley's price list in
ed, by a flood of cream from a consignanother column, then order some Egg
ment in Hie baggage compartment.
Producers. DO IT NOW, Phone 19 W.
Will Bless New Church On September 21th, the new Catholic church at
San Juan pueblo, near Chamita, will
KAUNE
H.
be blessed. Bishop Mats', of Denver.
Archbishop Pitaval, Monsignor Fourare
score
some
two
and
priests
chegu
Price
Where Quality Governs the
to attend the ceremonies. There will
and Price the Quality
also be a big dance by the Indians of
the pueblo on this day and it is prob- ,able that an excursion from this city
Phone 262.
will be arranged.
Wanted fifty men for board and
ONCE
A
PHILOSOPHER
room. Six dollars per week. Plaza
SAID: "KEEP GOOD NATUR-eCafe.
'till 10 a. m. and the BalFor Rent Desirable rooms for light
of the Day will take care
ance
215
St.
Garfield
housekeeping. Inquire
of itself." Let us help you keep
REMEMBER
THE THREE BIG
SPECIALC THIS WEEK AT THE
good natured, a good Breakfast
WHITE HOUSE.
requires good Groceries, get the
best from us.
Turn on the Juice MBj? complaints
We have received all our new
have been heard from residents of the
and other
Foods
"Quaker"
two
or
ten
the
days
past
city during
Fatrninaeeous goods. Everything
weeks regarding the poor current fur
In the line this year's pack,
nished by the Light company, claim
Now
fresh and sweet.
ing that it is necessary to use at least
Quaker White and Yellow
two lights where usually one iB Buffr
Cornmeal.
cient. When asked about the matter
Rolled Oates, (all sizes).
Manager Owen stated that some curGrains of Gold.
rents are a little weak and that an
Studebaker Farm Wagons, Studebaker BugMother's Wheat Hearts.
effort will be made to strengthen them.
Pearl
THE
AT
TRADE
Hominy.
gies and Studebaker Delivery Wagons.
IT PAYS TO
This week we will sur- WHITE HOUSE.
Hominy Grits.
and every owner of a Studebaker vehicle
Nudavene Flakes.
of Woman's Board of Trade There
prise you in
of it. Because he knows it is the best
is
Puffed
proud
Corn
(the newest).
will be a regular meeting of the
Puffed Rice.
on Monday
Studebaker
Trade
of
Board
Woman's
wagons and buggies are built on honor
QUALITY
Puffed Wheat.
afternoon at 2: SO at the Library buildand with the experience that comes from sixty years
Pearl Barley.
of WiigOii building, and you get tbe benefit of this
ing.
Food
Breakfast
Pettijohn's
Will be good color, firm Sena Drive Can Be Fixed The Sena
when you buy a Studebaker vehicle
experience
and lota of others.
Circle Drive can be put in nrsi
free from defects. or
Whether you live in town or country; whether you want a
The prices are as pleasing as
class condition for the sum of $30, it
worlc or pleasure vehicle, there's a Studebaker to hi! your
the Quality. If you have not
is said by Col. Jose D. Sena, who has
Farm wagons, contractor's wagons, trucks, municipal
merits.
morntomorrow
for
left
Six
work.
the
to
offered
enough
superintend
vehicles, ice wagons, dump wagons and carta, road oilers, buggies,
call
up
$5
donated
ing's Brekfast, please
automobilists have already
depot wagons, surreys, pony carts, runabouts we make them all.
NOW.
each to meet this expense, and if five
also harness, (or any sized animal, for any vehicle, of the
Best Canning Pear. more owners of cars will leave $5 each
This Week-T- he
same high standard of quality as the Studebaker vehicles.
or
cham
the
with Arthur Seligman,
Sec our Dealer or write at.
jCo.
ber of commerce, work will begin.
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South Bend, Ind.
KAUNE & GO. are Dr. Massle, A. Seligman, Frank
H.
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THE STAR BARN
GENERAL LIVERY

25-2-

Entire

''--

stocked.

one-ha- lf

offi-jci-

1

AGENTS the FAMOUS DAWSON COAL
TRANSFER BUSINESS AND STORAGE

GENERAL

Your Business Solicited.'

jfcsjr
Phone

Foot of Montezuma Ave.

100 and 35 W.

uy For Cash!

And we will show you how much you can save. Especially should you do this with your

Flour

Grain
Hay,
a trial and let us
Give

show you.

us

Guaranteed

Pure, Clean and Wholesome.

THE SANTA FE HAY AND GRAIN CO.
M. O'CONNELL, Mgr.,

- -

Galisteo and Water Sis.

Phone, Main 250.

saHENRY KRICK&- DISTRIBUTOR OF

LEMP'S KEG and BOTTLE BEER
BUDWEISER IN BOTTLES

"

Manufacturer of all kinds of Soda Waters made from Pure Distilled
water.
Agent for Manitou Spring Mineral Water.
Santa Fe, New Mex.
TELEPHONE 35 J

1

j

CALIFORNIA
AND THE EAST
The Summer Tourist Rates will soon be over,
OF THE LOW RATES NOW

TAKE ADVANTAGE

Los Angeles or
San Diego,

San

Francisco

$55.55

$45.55

SUMWER TOURIST
ON SALE

Chicago
St. Paul

Denver.

. .
. .
. .

New York

.

DAILY

RATES-EA- ST

UNTIL SEPTEMBER 30TH.

$51.85
$51.85

$21.10
$78.85

St. Louis . . $47.35
Minneapolis $51.85
Pueblo . . . $16.35
Col.

Springs $18.15

Return Limit, October J 1st, 1913.

For particulars regarding above rates, and rates to
many other points, call on or address any
agent of the Santa Fe.

H. S. LUTZ Agt.,

SANTA FE, N, M.

OPENS

THE PANAMA

-

1

and
can write
daysr
Shorthand and Typewriting.
wanted a youth
this, and
not
to
but
capable.
teach
business subjects.
Grammar and
SANTA FE BUSINESS COLLEGE,

im.

Hot-bla-

HELLO
YES, THIS IS

8

5.

THE

PURE FOOD

m

GROCERY

SUMMER EXCURSIONS

J

Ask About This One

We also show vou two other lino
of BKA I'TIFt'L WOOr.KAK. anJ
give you a selection of I.100 different patterns.
LINDHARDT,

AND

i

Lumber and Transfer Go.

FIVE

Our Large Stock of

Mr. anil Mrs. V. F. Edwards of MiEverything electrical repaired by
lwaukee, are visitors in the city.
Cnagey & Ervien.
Dr. C. S. Lose)', of Las Vegas, is
A Nobby Line of Fall and Winter
spending the day in Santa Fe.
suitings and overcoats at Muralter's
M.
Los
Mrs.
J.
Mr. and
Jones, of
Good home cooking, quick service
Angeles, are sightseers registered at at the Plaza Cafe.
the Montezuma.
INSURE WITH HAYWAKD AND
Mrs. M. P. Smith and Miss Athea BE SURE.
Washington, of Austin, Texas, are at
To show our appreciation of your
the Montezuma.
we are constantly increaspatronage
R. L. Cooper, of the state engineer's
ing our stock so that we may serve
force, returned last night from a trip you in many unusual ways. It is our
to Sau Marcial on road business.
desire to serve youvybetter all the
C. E. Shaffer, chief clerk of the
time. Zook's Pharnia"y, Inc., succeedhouse of representatives of Wiscon- ing Fischer Drug Co.
sin, is in the city sight seeing, and
OF FALL
NEW
OUR
LINES
spent the morning at the capitol.
COME IN
SHOES ARE BEAUTIES.
au
Walter L. Kegel, of the traveling
THEM.
THE WHITE
AND SEE
ditor's ollice, returned this afternoon HOUSE.
fiom Carlsbad, where for several
Just Received our Fall line of
weeks he has been working on the ladies' suits, coats and skirts. Prices
books of the county officials.
moderate. Fit guaranteed. Call ai ;

Does a General Banking Business.
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Today's News Today"

with great tenderness and slowly. I
am not so sure that you are expected
;to handle the peach you are courting
Iwith quite the tenderness that you do
he one you are eating, but the syndicate iadvjisors .'Will (tell you about
that.

THAT'S THE REASON.

PHONES:
EDITORIAL ROOMS 31

BUSINESS OFFICE 286

Small sums of money as well as large amounts may be set to work
earning interest If invested in the Certificates of Deposit issued by
this bank. Funds thus employed earn 4 per cent per annum and are
protected by Capital, Surplus and Stockholder's Liability of $400,000,
as well as by the rigid supervision exercised over this institution by
the United States Government.

Fishing in its prime. The Pecos River the best trout
stream in the Southwest. The Valley Ranch offers the
best accommodations and best location for fishing.

SUBSCRIPTION RATES

j

j

AS

NATIONAL

CAPITAL

of the administration which have been
occupying the attention of congress
for some months are now each almost
ready for passage, and yet the much
threatened money panic has not materialized. PortalcB Herald.
Not at Night.
In addition to curtailing the duck
season from September 1st to Decern- her 16, the federal law now in force
provides that hunting shall be done
only from sunrise to sunset. Therefore, be sure and don't fire a shot after the sun goes down. This is a little
hard on the Pecos valley hunters for
'on the laree lakes the best hunting is
just at dark. Pecos Valley News.
No Fees Best.
Last week the justice of the peace
was commenting on the lack of business in the justice court but this
week we hear no such complaint. In
fact the court has been represented
by different classes of our citizenship
the civilian, the soldier and the official, all being made to contribute to
the funds of the village and county.
We would rather the justice would be
without fees than have our usual and
customary quietude disturbed. Columbus Courier.

Thanks To The Herald.
of Christian
The sweet
spirit
OLDEST AND NEWEST
charity displayed by the Albuquerque
contenin
the
Fe
of
Santa
to
dofense
comes
the
Tlie Albuquerque Herald
Herald in the mention It made of the
tion a3 to its being the "oldest city," and declares in favor of the asserincident of the failure to find a Bible
tion.
in a Santa Fe store by on' of our cit--!
the
The position assumed by The Herald is that the publicity ;iven by
Iens, is thoroughly appreciated by all
present controversy will aid in advertising at all events, and that the needed
of those in the city who have the repattention which we are seeking will be turned this way.
utation of this old place at heart. I
We want the advertising, to be sure, and we want it based on fact. This
jam
glad that the Herald realizes th;
seems to be well established on the authority of one of the leading historians
jtiue situation in the case and that we
of the west in Jhe person of Col. Ralph K. TwitcheJl, who takes the position
are not pagans but are such readers
that we are entitled to the name of "the oldest city."
land students that it is with difficulty
"Oldest
Fe
we
the
Santa
call
the
that
of
Herald,
The further suggestion
that we are able to keep ourselves
and the Newest City," is a good one and in It there is a world of material for
with the proper supply of books of lav
future use.
the greatest of all law books
including
In
at
one
least,
respect
......
If Santa Fe is the oldest it is also the newest,
...V.I..I. UUI
ni(in..n rn A nnimnnA
"u,l,,J' """""
I
we
is
how
it
have
which
caught to
Tommy,
and that is the new spirit that has been awakened here and
procure,
at
the jam again?"
you
intend to foster to the very limit.
I am compelled, in the.
spirit of
"I don't know, ma, unless it is be
We, of the old city, want to call attention of the whole world to what we
truth such as is taught in the book
cause you came in so quietly."
have been and what we are and what we intend to be.
which is so much used that we canWe have been too modest, or too whist, or too sleepy in the matter of
not keep It on hand in tht stores, that
a
to
do
and
we
into
the
now
own
and
our
horn
game
get
propose
blowing
THE BYSTANDER
the psalm which the ci'izen was enlittle on our own account and tell the world more about ourselves.
deavoring to get a reforence to, was
SEES IT.
We have those things archaeologically and historically that no other
not, as stated by our reporter, the "CASCARETS" CLEANSE
own
man
in
our
here
the
world
and
country
in
the
average
has,
yet
place
LIVER AND BOWELS
thirty-firs- t
to
psalm at all, it was the
but
own
our
seem
know
of
land
historians
the
of
it
and
knows nothing
How to Choose.
t.wentv-thlrd- .
evervone Cure Sick Headache, Constipation,
which
one
of
in
mention
made
which
manner
to
have
the
they
little more, according
Keally some of the stuff put out by 011rlt to knnw wifIl01lt anv rpf(,r(,ncG
Biliousness, Sour Stomach, Bad
us when they have made any mention at all.
the syndicate writers about all sorts to a book and one whicn cvery
Breath Candy Cathartic.
we
we
boas'
not
all relics, though
are
We are the old and the new and
of subjects is enough to make
box now.
Get a
of those we have as among our choicest treasures, and we have also some- laugh when there is nothing in the arAre you keping your liver, stomach
mer. Of course it was not expected
thing more than sand dunes and prairie dogs and mountains. We have de- ticles themselves that is intended to
that a newspaper reporter wou'i and bowels clean, pure and fresh with
veloped within the last few months a bundle of live wires and a hustling bo humorous.
know the thirty-firs- t
from the twenty- - Cascarets or merely forcing a passchamber of commerce.
I saw one of these effusions the third, but a man who was going to ageway every few days with salts- - caWe are getting into the publicity game and are going to put Santa Fe on
where one of the writers
other
thartic pills or castor oil? This is
the map as one of the most attractive cities in all the world, both on ac- was day the young ladies how to teach from it is as culpable In not
telling
knowing the psalm as was the book- important.
count of its antiquity and on account of its modernity.
Cascarets immediately cleanse the
pick out a husband and one way to do seller in not keeping the book contain0
it was to watch him eat a peach.
stomach, remove the sour, undigested
ing it.
Just what the girls are going to do' I am glad that the Herald has given and fermenting foods and foul gases;
VOTE
THE UP-STAIf we can judge anything from the returns in the primary elections in when the peach season is not on, the to the world its view of the situation take the excess bile from the liver and
NewiYork, Governor Sul.er has the people back of him in the big fight in the writer does not say and the peach and that the lack of the presence of a carry out of the system the constiseason is not an extended one you Bible in our stores was due to the de- pated waste matter and poison in the
IgjpVpire state.
The city itself can hardly be taken into consideration in this matter of know. If all the selections for the mand for this grytest of books rather bowels.
in the than to the fact that the call is so rare
No odds how sick, headachy, bilious
the expression on the part of the electorate of that state as the mayoralty wedding season were made
contest there overshadows all else, but in the state at large, the sentiment peach season then indeed would that that it does not pay to keep them on and constipated you feel, a Cascaret
be
would
be a hot time and the hours
you out by
hand. It would indeed be a travesty tonight will straighten
would seem to he largely with Sulzer.
vote in New York to determine too full of courting to tend to peach if the oldest city did not keep in its morning. They work while you sleep.
We always used to look to the
and the watching of the pos- stores the oldest of books, and I feel A
box from your druggist will
the real sentiment of the people in all elections, and often the remark was picking
sible fiance.
that our neighbor has acted the partikeeD yur head clear- - stomach sweet
made on election night, when the returns began to come in and the city
The fact is that it is pretty hard to in thus
coming to our rescue and tell- - and '01Ir liver and bowels regular for
vote was given, ".Inst wait till we hear from the vote in the state," and
entirely of a man's character by ing the truth of the matter, that we months. Don't forget the children-- are
the smaller cities of the northern portion, and the vote of the rural districts judge
the way in which he eatB a peach, as
short on Bibles because we arejtneir little insides need a gentle
determined the result.
no man can eat a peach with decorum
cleansing, too.
on their use.
leng
In the same way now the people of the nation at large will consider the and
neatly If it happens to be the! It could not be otherwise in Santa
test
York
real
the
as
western
Xew
and
central
of
voters
the
from
expression
kind that we have in this country, and
Pe, however it might
be true of JUMPS IN RIUER
of the sentiment of the people.
nlVioi. nitlna
liof ...n
....... In XTot,,
...... Mqvim,
...en.
All this may have a tendency to strengthen the governor in the fight he is ,vl,n,-.- .
....uu,
fm.lt to on full ,.f 1,iii Itiiitl
TO AVOID ARREST
demand for Bibles is so small that
. uu uuui
now making to set himself square with the people of the country and to ilt viu lull ill
oi
npiiw
jruu
there is no need to keep them In
prove that the attacks made upon him are for revenge rather than to cannot help having a face, when you
Cincinnati, Sept. 20. After Harry
prove that he lias been culpable as an official and has been guilty of wrong get through that looks like the face stock.
Rockwell, 29, of Constance, Ky., had
of a kid who has just smeared himself
doing.
plunged into the Ohio River to avoid
The results of the primaries seem to show that the voters are not con- with hastily eaten jam stolen from the
AMONG THE EDITORS. arrest,
he found the water so disagreevinced that the governor is guilty, and the crushing defeat of those members cupboard and put away with all the
able that he swam to shore and
of the legislature who voted for his impeachment must have an effect on speed at his command. It would be
'mitted to being taken into custody on
Fashionable.
the judgment of those outside the state as well as in it, as to the way he unjust to try a man on the manner in
The least fashionable thing in the a disorderly conduct charge, according
is still regarded in his own state by his own people who ought to under- which he eats New Mexico
peaches
stand better than anyone else the true condition and the real causes in- and turn him down for lack of grace. world is common sense. San Marcial to a story told by Patrolman Moore,
of the Anderson Ferry Station, in Muvolved in this famous controversy.
Some of the silliest stuff that gets in- Standard.
The Reason.
nicipal court yesterday morning. Chas.
His enemies are hitter and will go to any lengths to accomplish the to print is that of the column devoted
Beef will be higher than ever this Eengland, 27, of Constance, Ky., his
governor's downfall, but it has become apparent that his friends are equally to teaching the youthful and suscepwinter, because the packing barons companion, was found while hiding in
alert and will do all in their power to aid him in his fight for vindica- tible how to choose a husband or a will
have to pay an income tax.
a cornfield. Bothe were fined $10 and
wife, and nine times out of ten the
tion.
costs on disorderly conduct charges.
Record.
The present trial in the impeachment matter will have the attention of one who is putting out the dope is unNot This Bug.
Patrolman Moore told Judge Fricke
married and never had a chance to be,
the whole nation and the result will be full of interest.
The unusually early frosts have not that he found the men fighting, and
and like Laura Jean Llbbey, was never
0
even kissed. Of course anything that yet had any depressing effect on the that he advised them to go back to
Lillian Russell may say on these top- base ball bug, though their influence Kentucky. He said that instead they
THE HYMENOPTERON
The head of her bug studying service, ics may have weight as Lillian has later in the season will be more cer- began to pelt him with rocks. When
Give one plaudit to Pennsylvania.
he drew his revolver, he said, Rockbeen led to the altar on divers occa- tain. Silver City Independent.
State Zoological Surface, has evolved the "hymenopteron."
It's Life.
well dived into the river from a ferry
A big word, isn't it? And all the bigger when we tell you that it's the sions, but the thoughts that are set
Some come and some go; those go- boat England hid in the field, where
name of a parasite so tiny that you couldn't see it if it lit on your eyelash. forth in this excursion came to me
ing
making room for those coming. the officer found him with the aid of
the
from
to
the
of
reading
following:
value
to
is
prove
greater
likely
Nevertheless, the hymenepteron
Such is life. It is an illustration of his flashlight.
About
the
He
Eats.
Way
Penroses
Boise
or
her
Jim
Guffeys,
common folks
Pennsylvania than all her
"The best test of your future bus- - the reincarnation of the soul, whatnr hpr Hie? Vinns Kince boss irovernment began.
Can't Afford to Have Kidney Trouble
Is to watch him at the moment ever that Is. Montoya Republican.
band
is
death
sure
as
they
For this little parasite every whit as parasitical
No man with a family to support
Different Now.
oessen.
the-"See how he handles a
to that peskiest of rural plagues, the San Jose scale. While they eat
It used to be that Wall street sum- can afford to have kidney trouble, nor
r.rm r.r,ni-this little drafter eats them rich. Doc. Surface is our author-- peach. Does he take it distractedly moned the
secretary of the treasury need fear it with such a remedy at
or like a man In a hurry? DoeB he
ity for the assertion that the orchards and nurseries throughout the twelve swallow it
before it when anything went wrong. hand as Foley Kidney Pills. An honconsehastily?
loose
and
turned
been
has
in
the
which
counties
hymenopteron
big
"Then you say to yourself, 'he is Now the secretary invites the hankers est medicine, safe and reliable, costing
dew-...quences noted, once buggy with scale, are now as fresh and clean as
to Washington to consider financial little but doing much good, Foley Kid,h
inam.f tnru with nnwprfn! microscones report that they not the husband for me.' But if he- matters.
What a change! Springer ney Pills eliminate backache and rheu"lowly, tenderly, like a conhaven't been able to find a scale for love or money.
matism, tone up the system and renolsseur who apprec.ates
what he Stockman.
The hymenopteron digs into the scales like fleas on a dog and literally
Not Here.
store normal action of kidneys and
if he does not swallow it at once
....
....... iu
n
nrrh.ir.1
theKe
nests.
nf
...
,
w
hum
The tariff bill and the currency bill bladder. The Capital Pharmacy.
eaia
uii.r.
fin. ..t.wi.f,,.
but peels it with the air of an artist
the, remnants aren't worth the pains of an appraisal.
treats it with devotion, then don't
jand
there?
isn't
Some class to that kind of
jhesitate to marry him as quickly as
And In Pennsylvania, too. What do you think of that?
you can.
0
So, all you girls need to do now
a (innler reformed and a church in Brooklyn paid his saloon bi'l. Ths to
minds as to the kind
make up your
... h
whn
is a new one iu the reform business and one to which the saloon keeper .
th nnlv onp iB to
doubtless offered nc objection.
see him eat. It does not make any
0
jdifference how nice he may be or how SANTA FE WAS CALLED "VILLA."
1741
October 2i Document signed
There is a duty on bananas in the new lanff bul, but this will probnH? thoughtful or how devoted, if he does 10 lue j2'uuor 01 1116 New we"can.
.Tnnn Paea Hurtado. dated "En la
by
make no difference in the number that will be distributed along the side not eat his dessert with just the prop-Villa de Santa Fee." Hurtado signs
' nave just reaa witn interest tne as
jer action he is unfit to be considered
walks
Alcalde Mayor "de dicha Villa."
0
jin the matrimonial view and must be letter of Mr. Wni. Mackay Caldwell
1757
November 2 Document signmere is to ordered from tne nouse.
out
at
in
hotels
the
abolished
bowls
are
in
Minneapolis,
Mexican.
this afternoon's New
Finger
ed by Governor Del Valle. Uses words
out
of
on
us
the
of
corn
would
some
of
in
the
That
of
use
put
manipulation
the
the
in
no restrictions
fingers
Of course there are hundreds of pa- - "En la Villa de Santa Fee."
running, l imagine, if tne gins wno
nh
,h
1778
January 25 An order signed
-took us thought of nothing else than pers in the archives that would state
official title of Santa Fe, but I find by Governor Mendinueta
the
I
can
we
our
ate
dessert.
formally
of
the
ithe
way
departure
No one has heard of any weepfest at the suggestion
to see the following in my own collection, published "En esta Villa Capital."
of Emmeline Pankhnrst from her native shores. This country may be the imagine that it might be a test
17S2 August 27 Document
covering the ISth century.
some reiiows eat soup, out tnis
signed
one to do the sobbing.
1712
January 29 In a document by Governor DeAnza, dated "En este
-- 0thing is a new one on me. I am
signed by the Marquez de la Penuela, Villa Capital de Santa Fee."
The lectures of Mr. Bryan in Maine recently did not seem to have been jglad that I got married before all these
These could be multiplied but seem
came in, for if they keep on as govenor, the place is expressed
tests
very convincing.
sufficient to show that the title was
'growing and increasing there will be "En la Villa de Santa Fee."
1713
tests and a fellow will not
July 7 Document signed by uniformly "Villa."
Without in any way detracting from the versatility of Secretary Bryan no nothing but
As I mentioned at the meeting on
a show for his alley. Anyhow, I Governor Mogollon begins with the
have
lcuu
mm
ro
see
cc.i.v
one ever expectea
appetmiifi
F....v,
above for the benefit of words "En la Villa de Santa Fee."
the
am
Tuesday
evening, there were only two
giving
tell.
can
never
But
you
villf performers.
1713
September 20 (Eactly two other "villas" in New Mexico, Santa
you fellows who have got to pass the
-- oexamination yet and I want you to centuries ago). Document signed by Cruz, established in 1695 and AlbuAnd now they tell us that germs can get into fresh eggs. But most ol know how you have got to eat your Governor Mogollon relates to "Jos querque founded in 1706.
at
even
that.
fresh
on
germ
the
egg
a
chance
They dessert if you expect to get in right. eph Blasques, veclno desta Villa de
U BRADFORD PRINCE.
us would rather take
Santa Fe, September 19, 1913.
Be sure and handle the peach you eat Santa Fee."
certainly have a better taste.
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BANK

OF

SURPLUS AND PROFITS,

SANTA FE

$245,000.00.

The Montezuma Hotel
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.

THE TRAVELING MAN'S HOME
Cuisine and Table Service Unexcelled. Rooms en suit with
private baths. Electric light, Steam Heat,
Central Location.

THOS. DORAN, Prorpietor.

Large Sample Rooms.

ANNOUNCEMENT!

INSURANCE

MR. HARVEY OATMAN,
Proprietor of the
MONTEZUMA

;

BILLIARD

at

Has Engaged

FIRE, LIFE,
PLATE GLASS

PARLORS,

a Great Expense,

The Best That Can be Bought
AT ANV PRICE

MARCUS CATTON,
Son of

the Famous

"BILLY"

I

Take no chances on either
when a small amount will give
you the protection that you
need, and when you do use insurance get the best, as it is

CATTON,

who will manage his billiard par-

lors and instruct tiiose desiring to
learn the game. All new tables,
new cues, and a quiet, gentlemanly
lounging room for those who cate.-tthe pastime.

the cheapest, and

o

ALWAYS SEE

j

j

.

.,

EVERYONE WELCOME!

pi1Salle Hotel

I La
I

Prop'r

Meals At All Hours.
Elegant Rooms in Connection, Steam Heat,
Electric Ligh ts and Baths.

i

j

RATES : 50c and 75c PER
S 24 1 San Francisco Street.

DAY.

Near S. W. Corner Plaza,
illWIM

H

!

Ros-we-

1

r

.
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who has purchased the Insurance Business of the L. A.
Harvey Agency. Strong lines,
good companies.good protection

j

European Plan.

.

i
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CHARLEY GANN,

FRANK M. JONES,
Office United States Bank Buiidinr
(FIRST r'LOOH)

WOODY'S STAGE LINE
Prom

BARRANCA TO TAOS
Meets Both North South
Bounds Trains.
j

i
(

Leaves Barranca on the arrival at
the north bound train and arrives af
Taos at 7 p. m.
Ten milea shorter than aay other
way. Good covered hacks and goo
teams. Fare $5.00 round trip. Team
furnished commercial men to take In
the surrounding towns. Wire Embudv.
tatlon.

NW MATES
THE VISI GRAPH TYPEWRITER
The Vlsigraph is the result of 28
years experience. Contains all the
developments of the Typewriter art
Best in the world. It has
84 characters
with a single
shift, light action and unlimited speed; Interchangeable carriage and platens,
rapidly set marginal and column stops. Absolute visibility and handiness of manipulation, with drop forged
type bars. It is a durable
and dependable machine.

INSURANCE
.

REAL ESTATE
City Property, Farms
Ranches, Orchards
Land Grants, Etc

Ask for Cata'ogue or Agents Terms
THE SANTA FE TYPEWRITER EXCHANGE

Surety
Of

i

GRAND
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ARMY OF

ENCAMPMENT,

CHATTANOOGA,

Sept.

aes-Ise-

,

LAUGHLIN BUILDING,

SANTA FE
ANNUAL

To

15-2-

TENN.,

1913.

0,

Chatanooga and Return

at rate

of

Dates of Sale, Sept. 10th to 18th

Return Limit, by extension,

October 17th, 1913.
H. S. LUTZ. Agent,
Santa Fe, . . New Mexico.

All Kinds.

Telephone 194 W., Room 24

THE REPUBLIC

0-

-

Bonds

Distributors for Now Mexico,
SANTA FE. N. M.

j

1

Fire, Life, lAccident
Plate Glass, Etc. Etc

-

NEW MEXICO

Facing a Serious Proposition
The man or woman who has kidney
trouble is facing a serious proposition,
where grave complications readily follow neglect. Foley Kidney Pills are
an honest curative medicine that once
taken Into your system mean restored
kidneys and bladder action, and a return of health and strength. The Capital Pharmacy.
It will not pay you to waste your
time wrting ont your legal forma
when you can get them already printed at the New Mexican Printing com- -

iPny.

SATURDAY,

SEPTEMBER

20,

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN.

1913.
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